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zer0tasking

On November 1st, Daylight Savings Time ends. We put our clocks back
an hour, change the batteries in our smoke alarms and undoubtedly come up with other chores 
to fill that hour we gained.

But suppose we took a different approach, regarding those precious 60 minutes as a gift—a 
time when we can take a breath, relax, re-energize and “de-load” (opposite of overload) 
ourselves. That’s the premise of “Zero-Tasking Day”, to create a space in our hectic schedules 
when we can do absolutely nothing. 

For most of us, there are not enough hours in a day or days in a week to do all the things we 
want or believe we have to do. Stress builds as we push harder and harder to fit in more. The 
more we do, the more we think we should do. And when we find a few extra minutes, we 
regard them as time to fill, instead of opportunities to just be. The idea of choosing to do 
nothing for a set period of time is foreign to many of us — yet absolutely essential for our mind 
and body.

Do you need some “zero-tasking” time? Take this quick quiz to find out.

If you have mostly “A” answers, you are definitely a candidate for zero-tasking! During the first 
week, spend 10 minutes each day experiencing peace and quiet—no conversations, no 
outside noise (think television, radio, cell phones), no internal dialogues (“Did I water the 
plants? Put gas in the car? Pay the bills on time?). Just empty your mind and breathe. 

Once you’ve mastered the 10-minutes-a-day strategy, lengthen your “zero-tasking” time until 
by month end, you have reached at least 60 minutes a day. Congratulations! You’re now an 
official “Zero-Tasker”!

1. An appointment is unexpectedly cancelled, leaving you with a free hour of time.
Do you:

A. Use the time to run errands or complete other tasks on your “To-Do” list?
B. Use the 60-minute “recess” to sit quietly and enjoy the break?

2. Spending an hour in meditation, quiet mindfulness or “zero-tasking” seems
A. Intriguing but not realistic, or possibly a wasteful way to spend 60 
     minutes.
B. A concept you want to explore. It might be a good way to unwind and 

 recover from daily stresses.

3. The last time you devoted some time to taking a break and doing nothing was
A. Never — there is too much to do. Besides, it would be self-indulgent to 
     do nothing when you could be doing something.
B. Sometime in the last few weeks.

4. You usually feel
A. Overloaded, over-stressed, and over-tired — like your time (and life!) are 
     outside your control.
B. Occasionally too busy, somewhat stressed and periodically in need of 

 some time off— but you know your limits and take breaks when you 
 need them.

5. Set a timer for ten minutes and sit in silence with your eyes closed. When it goes
off, recall how you felt during your “mini-break.”

A. Edgy, antsy and irritable — will that timer never go off?
B. A little anxious or on edge at first, but gradually you felt calmer and more 

 at peace.


